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Sample Manuscript and Activity 

Table of Contents 

Chapter 1: Four Score and Seven Years Ago…  

• Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey is born into slavery in Maryland in 1817. 

• Brief history of slavery and free African American leaders during the founding 

years of our nation. 

• Anna Murray (future wife of Frederick Douglass) is born free just after parents 

are freed from slavery. 

• Frederick Bailey’s life as a slave. He teaches himself to read after learning his 

letters from Sophia Auld, who broke the law by teaching a slave. 

o Activity: Help a younger child learn to read. 
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• Anna Murray moves to Baltimore, Maryland and finds work as a house servant. 

• Robert Roberts publishes The House Servant’s Directory: An African American 

Butler’s 1827 Guide. Include excerpt on how a servant such as Anna Murray 

would serve tea and coffee to a room full of guests. 

o Activity: Recipe house servants used for making a paste that can be set in 

room to keep flies away. 

• Anna Murray is active in her church and various self-improvement societies. 

Anna meets Frederick through a debating club. 

o Activity: Form a debating club. 

• Frederick reads newspaper article about John Quincy Adam’s work as an 

abolitionist and learns about organized efforts to stop slavery. 

• Attempting to teach other slaves to read, Frederick is discovered and stopped. 

• Frederick works in Baltimore shipyards and is a ship’s caulker. 

o Activity: Make a caulking wheel and learn how a ship was caulked. 

• Fiery abolitionist, David Walker is most famous for his outspoken pamphlet 

published in 1829, Walker’s Appeal, in which he calls African Americans to unite 

and overthrow the system of slavery. Copies were smuggled into the south by 

sewing pamphlets inside sailors’ jackets in secret pockets. 

o Activity: Make a secret pocket. 

• Anna Murray and Frederick Bailey fall in love and plan Frederick’s escape from 

slavery. Frederick dresses in a sailor’s outfit and carry’s free papers of a sailor he 

knows as his disguise. He escapes to freedom. 
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Chapter 2: Our Fathers Brought Forth on this Continent… 

• David Ruggles distributes abolitionist literature, including many pamphlets which 

he wrote himself. Among the many fugitives he helps escape along the 

Underground Railroad, he assists Frederick Douglass in 1838. 

o Activity: Learn about the current world slave market and participate 

through activities or donations to help free people today. 

• James W.C. Pennington officiates at the wedding of Frederick Bailey and his 

wife, Anna Murray.  

• Frederick and his wife Anna settle in New Bedford, Massachusetts, a center of 

New England’s whaling industry. To avoid slave catchers, Frederick takes the 

name of Douglass. He finds work in the local shipyards. 

o Activity: Make a curve-measuring device used to help build wooden ships. 

• A member of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Frederick Douglass 

becomes a licensed preacher in 1939. 

• Absalom Boston, a whaling captain and prosperous businessman in Nantucket, 

fights for the integration of schools in his community. 

• Anna and Frederick Douglass have 4 children that live to adulthood. 

o Activity: Make clothespin dolls of the Douglass family. 

• Frederick Douglass starts reading William Lloyd Garrison’s anti-slavery 

newspaper, “The Liberator” and begins attending anti-slavery meetings. 

• Frederick Douglass speaks at his first anti-slavery convention in 1841 in 

Nantucket, and William Lloyd Garrison declares him the Patrick Henry of his 
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day. Thus Frederick Douglass begins his journey to rise up to become one of the 

most influential speakers in the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society. 

 

Chapter 3: A New Nation Conceived in Liberty… 

• Frederick Douglass and William Lloyd Garrison become close friends and travel 

together, eat together, and visit each other’s homes in an era when it is against the 

law in many areas for people of both races to socialize in public with each other. 

• The first full-time African American lecturer in the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery 

Society, Charles Lenox Remond speaks frequently throughout America and 

Europe. (He was a delegate to the World’s Anti-Slavery Society in 1840.) 

Remond and Douglass travel together on the lecture circuit. 

• Growing up in a home of abolitionists and attending frequent anti-slavery 

meetings, Sarah Parker Remond joins her famous brother, Charles, on the 

speaking circuit. She tours the United States and England, speaking to large 

gatherings about the injustices of slavery. 

• In 1843, Frederick Douglass attends his first National Convention of Colored 

Citizens and is opposed to Henry Highland Garnet’s call for violence as a means 

to end slavery. 

• Frederick Douglass publishes his autobiography in 1845, launching his literary 

and speaking career. He speaks on the One Hundred Conventions Tour. 

o Activity: Make a carpet bag like the one Frederick Douglass carried when 

traveling on his lecture tours. 
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o Activity: Make a recipe of sugar water similar to what Frederick Douglass 

would drink to soothe his throat when it became hoarse from speaking. 

• One of the most famous anti-slavery lecturers of all time, Sojourner Truth joins 

Frederick Douglass along the lecture circuit. She also speaks in support of 

women’s right to vote. Her autobiography, Narrative of Sojourner Truth, is 

published and sold at abolitionist meetings.  

• Frederick Douglass meets Susan B. Anthony while lecturing. He becomes a firm 

supporter of women’s suffrage. They develop a long-term friendship. 

• Due to increased risk of capture after publishing his autobiography, Douglass 

flees to British Isles in 1845. New friends in Europe arrange to purchase his 

freedom and raise funds. 

• In 1847, Frederick Douglass returns to America and joins with Martin R. Delaney 

to publish the North Star, an influential abolitionist newspaper. Douglass moves 

to live in Rochester, New York where he lives for the next 20 years. 

o Activity: Build a small letter printing press. 

• In 1848 in partnership with Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Frederick Douglass attends 

the Seneca Falls Convention. 

• Douglass attends the Free Soil Convention and endorses political abolitionism. 

 

Chapter 4: Dedicated to the Proposition that All Men are Created Equal… 

• The Compromise of 1850 strengthens the 1793 Fugitive Slave Act. It is a 

devastating blow to abolitionists. At the urgings of anti-slavery speakers such as 

Frederick Douglass, the Underground Railroad is firmly established, 
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strengthened, and many secret stops are added along its routes, including 

Douglass’s home in Rochester. 

o Activity: Design a blueprint of your house and add a place to build a fake 

wall or other secret area to hide at least one person if your home was a 

stop on the Underground Railroad. 

• Black abolitionists speak everywhere and influence the nation. These men and 

women among Douglass’s friends include greats such as Henry Bibb, Samuel 

Ringgold Ward, Henry Highland Garnet, Daniel Coker, and John and Mary Jones. 

o Activity: Choose one black abolitionist to research and add at least one 

additional fact to his or her entry on Wikipedia. If your subject does not 

yet have an entry on Wikipedia, write one and post it. 

• Frederick Douglass writes letter of support for Harriet Beecher Stowe, author of 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin, to carry with her on her trip to England. 

• One of the most famous conductors on the Underground Railroad, abolitionist 

Harriet Tubman personally leads over 200 slaves to freedom. She points out to 

Frederick Douglass that she never lost a passenger. 

• Frederick Douglass has risen to fame as an abolitionist and activist for equal 

rights. When asked to speak at a Fourth of July gathering in 1852, Douglass states 

he cannot share in the celebration of freedom, knowing that so many Americans 

still suffer in slavery. 

• George Moses Horton’s poems are published in various abolitionist newspapers 

and collections of his poetry are published in books. Well-known now as the 
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“slave poet,” funds are collected to help Horton, but his owners refuse to allow 

him to purchase his freedom. 

• Boston abolitionist Wendell Phillips travels with Douglass and gives up his seat 

on the boat when Douglas is denied one. They spend the night together on deck. 

• Frederick Douglass speaks at the African Meeting House in Boston where 

numerous black and white abolitionists gather and speak during these years.  

• Frederick Douglass delivers landmark speech scientifically proving equality of 

races at Ohio’s Western Reserve College’s commencement exercises. 

• The second edition of his biography is published, My Bondage and My Freedom. 

• At times working with Frederick Douglass, and at other times associated with 

black leaders who settle in Liberia, Martin Delany promotes nationalism, black 

pride, and self-reliance. He explores Liberia and writes a report about his journey. 

• Frederick Douglass and William Lloyd Garrison part ways. They both believe 

slavery should end but differ on how it should be accomplished. Garrison believes 

in militant pacifism. Douglass is willing to fight for the end of slavery, even if it 

means a civil war.  

• Garret Smith gives Douglass financial backing for his newspaper. 

• Because of Frederick Douglass’s relationship with John Brown, Douglass flees to 

Canada and then takes refuge in England after the raid on Harper’s Ferry brings 

about the capture and execution of John Brown. 

o Activity: Recipe for New England Boiled Dinner, similar to the meal John 

Brown’s wife cooked and served when they invited Frederick Douglass to 

visit their home. It was during this visit that Brown invited Douglass to 
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join his campaign that resulted in the raid on Harper’s Ferry, but Douglass 

refused. 

 

Chapter 5: Now We are Engaged in a Great Civil War…  

• The Civil War breaks out and lasts from 1861 to 1865. Frederick Douglass urges 

President Lincoln to free the slaves and organize black troops. 

• Frederick Douglass delivers hundreds of fiery speeches throughout the North, 

declaring that they will never win this war without enlisting free black troops. 

o Activity: Dress up like Frederick Douglass and recite a portion from one 

of his speeches. 

• Frederick Douglass celebrates Emancipation Day as celebrations take place 

throughout the north. In the south, Charlotte Forten Grimke is appointed the 

position as the first black teacher to work with former slaves in the South Carolina 

Sea Islands. She keeps a diary of daily activities including the celebration of 

Emancipation Day in the South Sea Islands. (Grimke eventually chronicles in her 

diary about dining with Douglass in his home.) 

o Activity: Celebrate Emancipation Day. 

• On January 1, 1863, President Abraham Lincoln issues the Emancipation 

Proclamation, declaring freedom to nearly four million slaves living in the 

Confederate states. This is followed in 1865 by the 13th Amendment to the 

American Constitution which frees all slaves living in the United States.  
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• Black abolitionists such as Frederick Douglass, Martin Delaney, William Wells 

Brown, and Mary Ann Shadd Cary turn their efforts to recruiting black troops and 

helping newly-freed slaves adjust to their new life. 

• Broadside is published by Douglass stating “Men of Color to Arms!” 

• Frederick Douglass’s son, Frederick Douglass, Jr. helps his father recruit black 

troops. 

• Frederick Douglass’s sons Lewis and Charles enlist in the 54th Massachusetts 

Regiment. Their attack against Fort Wagner protecting the city of Charleston, 

South Carolina, proves to the nation that African Americans are brave, strong, and 

committed soldiers. Sergeant Lewis Douglass writes home to tell about the battle. 

o Activity: Make a civil war haversack. 

• Martin Delaney is appointed a major, the highest ranking black officer in the war. 

• Harriet Tubman works for the Union army as a scout, a spy, and a nurse. In a 

personal letter to friends, Tubman describes her participation in a successful raid 

that frees 756 slaves, many of whom go on to join Union troops. 

•  “Slave poet” George Moses Horton is set free when Union troops march into 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina in 1865. 

• The Civil War comes to an end.  

 

Chapter 6: That This Nation, Under God, Shall Have a New Birth of Freedom… 

• President Lincoln is assassinated. His widow presents Frederick Douglass with 

the president’s cane. 

o Activity: Make your own cane. 
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• Frederick Douglass rejoices when the Civil Rights Bill of 1866 grants African 

Americans full rights as American citizens. 

• Reconstruction begins throughout the southern states where a series of 

Reconstruction Acts instigate African American participation in politics. 

• Frederick Douglass leads the fight to approve the Fifteenth Amendment, giving 

African American men the power to vote. 

• The Freedmen’s Bureau works to help newly freed African Americans adjust to 

their new life. 

• African American leaders step up to state and national government positions. Men 

elected to Congress include Hiram Rhodes Revels, Benjamin Turner, Robert De 

Large, Josiah Walls, Jefferson Long, Hoseph Hayne Rainey, and Robert Brown 

Elliot. Frederick Douglass is urged to join politics with these men as an elected 

official but declines moving south to run for election. 

• In 1872, Douglass’s Rochester home is destroyed by fire. 

• Because of his powerful speeches, Frederick Douglass becomes known as “the 

black lion.” 

• In 1872, the Equal Rights Party nominates Douglass for vice-president as running 

mate with Victoria Woodhull for president. 

• In honor of Emancipation Day when the Emancipation statue of Abraham Lincoln 

is unveiled, Frederick Douglass is invited to speak at Lincoln Park. 

 

Chapter 7: And That Government of the People, By the People, For the People, Shall 

Not Perish From the Earth 
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• Frederick Douglass  is appointed by President Hayes as marshal for the District of 

Columbia. 

• Blanche K. Bruce serves a full term in the United States Senate. 

• Frederick Douglass purchases a house in Washington, D.C. known as “Cedar 

Hill.” 

• The citizens of Rochester, New York, Frederick Douglass’s former home, 

commission a bust be made of Douglass to honor him and the years he lived in 

their city. 

o Activity: Make a statue of Frederick Douglass. 

• Frederick Douglass publishes a newspaper in Washington, D.C. called the New 

National Era. 

• Frederick Douglass is president of a bank for former slaves, the Freedman’s 

Savings Bank. 

o Activity: Partner with an adult family member to participate in a 

microlending program to help battle global poverty. 

• The third edition of his autobiography is published, The Life and Times of 

Frederick Douglass. 

• Frederick Douglass is appointed by President Garfield as the recorder of deeds for 

the District of Columbia. 

• Anna Douglass dies in 1882. 

• Frederick Douglass marries Helen Pitts, an activist for women’s rights. They tour 

Europe and Africa. 
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• Frederick Douglass and his new wife live in Haiti during Douglass’s appointment 

as minister at Haiti. 

o Activity: Make a Banana Leaf Gift Card, a traditional craft in Haiti. 

• In her publications, journalist Ida B. Wells reveals racial tension and turmoil 

throughout the south as she documents tragic accounts of lynchings. 

• Returning to America, Frederick Douglass devotes his energies to the new cause 

of bringing an end to lynchings and lynch mobs. 

• In Chicago, Frederick Douglass is the commissioner of the Haitian exhibit at the 

World’s Columbian Exposition. 

• After speaking at a women’s rights meeting, Frederick Douglass dies on February 

20, 1895 at 77 years of age. 

• Frederick Douglass is buried in Mount Hope Cemetery in Rochester, NY and 

Susan B. Anthony delivers his eulogy that was written by Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 

• Helen Pitts Douglass carefully preserves her husband’s legacy and their home, 

which eventually becomes a historic site as part of the National Park Service. 
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Sample Manuscript and Activity 

 

Leaving the Plantation Behind 

 When Frederick was about seven years old, his life on Colonel Lloyd’s plantation 

suddenly came to an end. He was told one day that his old master, Anthony, had decided 

to send Frederick to Baltimore, Maryland. He would live with Hugh Auld, the brother of 

Anthony’s son-in-law. 

 The emotions that flooded Frederick’s young heart filled him with joy. The next 

three days were remembered as some of the happiest of his life. He had heard stories of 

Baltimore and the fine houses that people lived in. Ever since his mother had died, he had 

felt lost and lonely. Now he hoped against hope that he would somehow find a home and 

the comforts of a family, even if he were only to be serving its members as their slave. 

 For three days young Frederick was sent down to the creek to scrub away the filth 

and mange, or condition of deadened skin, that he had gotten from living in the slave 

quarters. Mrs. Lucretia promised him his own pair of trousers if he scrubbed himself 

clean. This seemed like a fine prize indeed since usually all he ever wore was a long shirt 

reaching down to his knees. 

 Saturday finally arrived, and Frederick was put on board a sloop, or small boat 

heading for Baltimore. Sailing down the Miles River and away from Colonel Lloyd’s 

plantation, Frederick took one last look at the only home he had ever known. In his heart, 

he said what he hoped would be a final good-bye.  
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Walking next to the bow, or the front of the ship, Frederick looked forward 

toward Baltimore, high hopes of a future of happiness filling his every breath. For the rest 

of the trip, he didn’t look back. 

 

A New Home in Baltimore 

 Early Sunday morning, the sloop arrived at Baltimore, Maryland. They landed at 

Smith’s Wharf. After unloading a flock of sheep that had also taken passage on board the 

boat, Frederick accompanied one of the sailors to deliver the sheep to the slaughterhouse. 

From there, the sailor took Frederick to his new home, the residence of Hugh and Sophia 

Auld. 

 The Auld’s house was situated in an area known as Fells Point, near one of the 

shipyards in Baltimore, and was located on Alliciana Street. It was here that Frederick 

would spend the next seven years of his boyhood. 

Both Hugh and Sophia were at home when young Frederick arrived. They had a 

little son named Thomas and introduced Thomas to “Freddy,” as they called their new 

house member. It would be Frederick’s duty to take care of Thomas and help watch the 

little boy during the day or night. 

It was during these next few years in Baltimore that Frederick learned the power 

that knowledge offered to those who could read and write. These lessons at this stage of 

his life influenced him and shaped him into the great leader he would one day become. 

 

As Simple as ABC 
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 It all started innocently enough. Frederick’s new owner, Sophia, taught young 

Frederick to read the letters of the alphabet shortly after he arrived in their home. Seeing 

how quickly he learned, she then began to teach him how to group three or four letters 

together to spell words. 

 It was during one of these simple spelling lessons that the master of the house, 

Hugh Auld, walked into the room. Seeing his wife teaching a slave to read, he insisted 

that lessons stop at once. 

 If she taught Frederick to read, Hugh explained passionately, “There would be no 

keeping him. It would forever unfit him to be a slave. He would at once become 

unmanageable, and of no value to his master.” Hugh also reminded his wife that it was 

against the law to teach a slave to read. 

 In that very instant, Frederick Douglass realized the power of learning to read and 

write. “From that moment,” he later recalled in his autobiography, “I understood the 

pathway from slavery to freedom.” And from that point in time, with a willpower and 

focus that characterized much of his actions throughout the rest of his life, young 

Frederick resolved to take determined steps down that path toward liberty. 

 From that day forward, Frederick had a plan. Now forbidden to read in the Auld 

home, Frederick enlisted the poor white children in his Baltimore neighborhood as his 

personal tutors. 

 Books and bread were common elements in the Auld household, and each time 

Frederick was sent on an errand through the streets near the local shipyard, he was sure to 

carry a book and morsels of bread along with him. Meeting his hungry friends in hidden 
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alleyways, the bread quickly switched hands in exchange for what Frederick hungered for 

most of all: reading lessons. 

 As he grew older, bonds of friendship deepened between Frederick and his white 

companions. Some days the boys talked together about slavery, Frederick’s biggest 

concern by the time he was twelve years old. “I would sometimes say to them, ‘I wished I 

could be as free as they would be when they got to be men.’ … These words used to 

trouble them; they would express for me the liveliest sympathy, and console me with the 

hope that something would occur by which I might be free.”  

 Even though Frederick could read, he didn’t yet know how to write. He got the 

idea to learn how to write from his frequent visits to Durgin and Bailey’s shipyard. 

Watching the carpenters saw the wood, Frederick observed how they would write letters 

on each piece to designate its eventual position on the ship they were building. Frederick 

soon learned to copy and write his first four letters: L for larboard, S for starboard, F for 

forward, and A for aft. 

 “After that,” Frederick remembered, “when I met with any boy who I knew could 

write, I would tell him I could write as well as he.” This was sure to bring the response, “I 

don’t believe you. Let me see you try it,” upon which Frederick would write the four 

letters he knew. His friend would then write more letters of the alphabet, and Frederick 

eventually learned how to write them all. 

 

[Quote: 

My copy-book was the board fence, brick wall, and pavement; my pen and ink was a 

lump of chalk. –Frederick Douglass] 
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[Activity] 

Help a Young Child Learn to Read 

 

Materials  

Picture book  

Beginning reader book  

 

You can help give the gift of reading to a younger child. Select a short picture 

book to read to your friend. Don’t worry if it’s too hard for your young friend to read or if 

it’s above his or her independent reading level. Sit together side by side so that both of 

you can look at the pictures in the book together. Read the picture book aloud to your 

friend. 

Next, choose a beginning reader book that matches your younger friend’s ability 

to read. (To help make this choice, before you meet together ask your friend’s teacher, a 

librarian, or another adult to help with the selection.) Invite your friend to read this book 

aloud to you, or take turns reading it aloud together. Help your young friend pronounce 

the more difficult words. 

[End of activity.] 


